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Xulon Title Reveals How Pray to Yield Results in Every Situation
Akinbo stretches readers past their comfort zones and into powerful prayer lives
MAITLAND, FL— Abolaji Muyiwa Akinbo has penned a one-of-a-kind book meant to bring
transformation in the life of the believer and ultimately change the world. The author’s new book,
PRAYER, POWER & RESULTS! ($16.49, paperback, 9781498425575; $26.49, hardcover,
9781498428132; $8.99, e-book, 9781498428149) will eliminate every excuse as to why anyone
cannot pray. Akinbo offers key information to sharpen by far the most potent, yet misused and
underused, spiritual tool in the reader’s arsenal: prayer. The author emphasizes that praying
correctly and effectively creates power, which produces results.
“The reader will never be able to say, ‘I don't know what and how to pray again,’” states the
author. “I hope readers take away that delay in answer is not denial of prayer, that prayer
sometimes takes time, readers must therefore pray until something happens, because it will if we
don't quit. The reason is that our prayer is the justification the Lord needs to intervene and if we
don't pray, nothing happens.”
Abolaji Muyiwa Akinbo is the founding pastor of God's Family Bible Church in Palm Coast, FL.
The author is a prayer warrior, best selling author, teacher, and preacher of the Word, with a
strong desire to help people achieve their dreams and fulfill their God-given potential. He is also a
graduate of University of Lagos, Rhema Bible Training College, and Life Christian University of
Tampa. The author is married with three children. His friends and congregation fondly call him
“Pastor Bo.”
Xulon Press, a division of Salem Communications, is the world’s largest Christian self-publisher,
with more than 12,000 titles published to date. Retailers may order PRAYER, POWER &
RESULTS! through Ingram Book Company and/or Spring Arbor Book Distributors. The book is
available online through xulonpress.com/bookstore, amazon.com, and barnesandnoble.com.

